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unraveling some of the sacred traditions and beliefs of an ancient dravidian culture, has helped the researchers in their efforts to understand the mysteries of body language and movement and to know how it looks like when a man moves naturally in different poses. in the modern era, when
the postural system of kathakali in kerala is no longer considered to be authentic, the system of fine structure-functional anatomy known as “kuvalepathakal” was set up, which was developed in the post-independence era, to teach functional anatomy and to bring kathakali into conformity
with the present day movements. [11] [12] kathakali is structured around plays called attakatha (literally, enacted story), written in sanskritised malayalam. [3] [3] [30] these plays are written in a particular format that helps identify the action and the dialogue parts of the performance. [30]
[30] the shloka part is the metrical verse, written in third person often entirely in sanskrit - describing the action part of the choreography. [3] [3] [30] the pada part contains the dialogue part. [30] these attakatha texts grant considerable flexibility to the actors to improvise. historically, all
these plays were derived from hindu texts such as the ramayana, the mahabharata and the bhagavata purana . [7] [8] [3] [30]
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next morning, the hindus believe that the future destiny will also be determined by what one sees during the following day. for this reason, activities start in the morning too. as this day will bring more positive and joyful events, they start their life with more spirit. they believe, that if they do
certain activities, activities will also come forward. you can say it as if you are an image of something, or in other words, if you do certain activities or keep moving forward, this will attract others. if you sit still, this will result in disaster. for women, beside children, the first good work is to
prepare breakfast for the husband in the evening, in this way, they will give back to their husbands. generally, if one use the day to prepare a special meal, they will get extra bonus. the extra bonus is the more emotional, cheerful and joyful feeling. the breakfast should be taken in the

morning also, if one does some activities in the morning. in india, children from ages 5 to 14 are encouraged to learn kalarippayattu. kalarippayattu is the native martial art of kerala. the purpose of teaching kalarippayattu is to build a strong and healthy body. kalarippayattu is a martial art
from kerala, which is performed with wooden swords. the student (called pallikkal) hits the rubber ball with the wooden sword. this activity is done under the supervision of a trainer (kalari guru). the objective of this activity is to build up the memory and strength of body and limbs. the

dhanurveda (literally meaning 'the knowledge of weapons') was one of the upgamas of the yogasutras. it is said to have been composed by sage parashurama of kashi in the kaliyuga, which is said to correspond to the christian era. there is some doubt about the dating of the text because
the yogasutras were not composed till quite a bit later than the period of parashurama. 5ec8ef588b
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